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Suspect’s motive in Burlington shooting still unclear
The 20-year-old suspect has been arrested by authorities on Sunday at Oak Harbour,
Washington. He is accused to be responsible for the death of five people.
Arcan Cetin, who emigrated from Turkey to the US, was unarmed at the time he was
arrested according to The Guardian. The shooter’s motive remains unclear. In
accordance to The Guardians’ information, Cetin’s ex-girlfriend had worked at the
Macy’s store where the shooting took place.
“This was a senseless act. It was the world knocking on our doorstep, and it came
into our little community,” Burlington mayor Steve Sexton said at a press conference
on Saturday according to The Guardian.
Authorities do not suspect a terrorism related motive to be involved in the incident.
There are some speculations about the victims’ names but authorities haven’t
officially released any names yet. Comments on the victims are expected for Monday
morning.
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25 September 2016 – 15:50

Suspect shooter arrested
Washington State Patrol Sgt. Mark Francis released a Twitter post: the suspect
shooter has been arrested by authorities.
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25 September 2016 – 14:30

12 hours after gunfight – suspect shooter is still on the loose
The police in Burlington have not found the suspect shooter from the shooting in the
Cascade Mall yet. Therefore the police release further information about the shooter
and ask the community for help: “We do not have an identity on the individual yet.
And we could certainly use the community’s held with that”, Chris Cammock, an
officer in the Mount Vernon police department said.
Further on the officer gives an update on the suspect:
He is male, “probably in his late teens, early 20s” and he wore black shorts and has a
little darker skin.
According to The Guardian the rifle from the scene had been recovered so that police
believe the suspect to be unarmed at the moment.
Police are still unsure about the suspects motive but they will do everything to find
out, Cammock said according to The Guardian.
A multi-agency team has been formed to reconstruct what happened Friday evening
in Burlington.
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24 September 2016 – 10:13

Trump’s reaction to the shooting at Cascade Mall, Burlington
Donald Trumps first reaction to the shooting refers to the origin of the suspect
shooter.
Before he expresses his condolences, he announces the murder to look Muslim.
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24 September 2016 – 8:50

Picture of the armed shooter
Washington State Patrol Sgt. Mark Francis has posted a picture of the suspect
shooter on Twitter. According to the tweet the man is armed with a rifle.
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24 September – 8:31

Increased number of dead people in shooting at Cascade Mall in
Burlington, Washington State
The number of people who have been shot at a Mall in Burlington has gone up to an
amount of 5 according to an update from The Seattle Times.
Four female victims were confirmed dead on Friday evening local time in Washington
State. A fatally injured man who was taken to Harborview Medical Centre in Seattle in
a critical condition, died in the night from Friday to Saturday.
According to The Seattle Times it is still unclear if there were other victims involved in
the gunshotx.
Washington State Patrol Sgt. Mark Francis described the suspect shooter as a
Hispanic male between 20 to 30 years. His motives for the shooting are still unclear.
Two-thirds of the mall already had been cleared by 11 p.m. on Friday night but
possibly there are still people holed up in the mall.

The suspect shooter hasn’t been caught yet and according to The Seattle times has
last seen walking towards the Interstate 5 on Friday evening around 8pm.
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24 September 2016 – 8:08

Gunfight at mall in Washington State – four people were killed
According to CNN twitter News four people were killed in a shooting at the Burlington
Cascade Mall in Washington state around 7.30 pm Friday evening.
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24 September 2016 – 8:02

Four people died in a mall shooting in Burlington, Washington state
According to Fox News Live Stream four people have died in the shooting at the
Cascade Mall in Burlington. The video shows the situation outside of the Mall in
Burlington, which is located 65 north of Seattle.
The reporter says that the shooter is still on the loose and that the police believe that
only one shooter is involved in the tragedy.
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